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For many families work does not pay or at least it pays very little! The Government takes 
back almost the whole of any new income the family earns. As a result some families 
have little control over their finances – it is almost impossible for them to escape poverty 
or repay a debt. It is difficult for them to escape poverty if they cannot do this by earning 
more. They are locked in by the tax and benefit system, which was designed to support 
them. This, some say, is modern day serfdom.

This paper examines this problem, explains how it has arisen, how many families are 
affected, and looks at two possible solutions.

The Problem

Households with children who pay tax and national insurance and are also are entitled 
to one or more of the income related benefits – principally, tax credits, housing benefit, 
the new universal credit and council tax benefit – have very high effective marginal tax 
rates – higher than those faced by most taxpayers with high individual incomes. For some 
these marginal rates will come down but remain high when they are switched to universal 
credit: for others they will increase.

Families Not Entitled to Benefits

For families not caught up in the benefit system marginal tax rates are relatively benign. 
For a basic rate taxpayer paying national insurance contributions, the effective marginal 
rate is 32% (income tax 20% plus national insurance 12%)1. They keep 68p from every 
new pound earned. Above an income of £50,000 the marginal rate in 2019/20 rises to 42% 
(income tax 40% plus national insurance 2%)2, except where, in the band to £60,000,  
the High Income Child Benefit Charge arises, in which case it may be quite a little higher3.

These rates are not out of line with those in other countries. In 2017 (the latest year for 
which figures are available) in OECD countries the average effective marginal rate for a 
one-earner married couple with two children at 75% of the “average wage”4 was 35.4%. 
For a single person without children the OECD average rate was 32.8% – almost the same 
as the UK’s.5

Families Entitled to Benefits

For families caught up in the benefit system however effective marginal rates are much 
higher. For families paying income tax and entitled to tax credits but not entitled to 
housing benefit or council tax benefit, the effective marginal rate is 73% (income tax 
20%, national insurance 12% withdrawal of credits 41%) – they keep 37p from every 
extra pound earned. However, for those entitled also to housing benefit, the effective 
marginal rate is 90.55% - they keep 9p for every extra pound earned6. Where council tax 
benefit is also involved, the marginal rate jumps to 95.99% - they keep only 4p from every 
extra pound earned7. It should be no surprise that so many families feel, as does the one 
interviewed on our website, that the system does not work for them – in their words, 

“the government has got it wrong”. They have no control of their finances – there is no 
incentive to earn more.

These figures assume in each case that it is a sole earner who earns the extra pound.  
The effective marginal rate is lower if the extra pound is earned by a second earner with an 

1 In Scotland the rate is 33%. On incomes above £25,000 and below 
£43,430 (the higher rate threshold) and 53% above that threshold 
and below £150.000 the income tax rate raises to 41% and above 
£150,000 to 48%. In both countries the 12% employee national 
insurance rate falls to 2% where weekly earnings exceed £46,350.

2 In 2019/20 the Class 1 
national insurance rate 
drops from 12% to 2% on 
earnings over £50,000.

3 See our article on this site. 4 In the UK this was £38,208.

5 Taxation of Families – 
International Comparisons 
2017 Chapter 4 CARE  
October 2018.

6 Where “net” income is above the “applicable amount”  
housing benefit is reduced by 65p of each additional pound  
of net income, which produces an effective marginal tax rate 
of 90.55%. 

7 Council Tax Benefit works in the same way as Housing Benefit 
except that the withdrawal rate is 20%. A £100 increase in 
pre-tax income results in a £27 increase in net income and a 
20% withdrawal of council tax benefit i.e. a loss 5.4% which 
produces an effective marginal tax rate of 95.95%.
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income below the income tax threshold8. But even if the second earner’s income is  
below the national insurance threshold9, the effective marginal rate will still be 41% –  
a £1 of extra earnings increases family income by only 59p10. If housing benefit and 
council tax benefit is due, the effective marginal rate jumps to 88%11 – the family’s net 
income increases by only 12p added to which there will be childcare and travel costs. 
Under Universal Credit the marginal rate increases from 41% to 63%. Under tax credits 
the incentive for a non-earning spouse to enter the labour market was not strong – it will 
become less under Universal Credit.

Universal Credit was designed to reduce these very high marginal rates, but they will 
still remain much higher than those experienced by those who pay only income tax and 
national insurance at the highest rate. And in some situations the marginal rate increases 
under Universal Credit.

In general the marginal rate will come down to 80% under Universal Credit. But in some 
parts of England it could be more – families losing up to 82.4p in every pound that is 
earned, leaving them with barely 17p for every extra pound they earn. The figures will be 
slightly different in Scotland. It also needs to borne in mind that for graduates on incomes 
above £17,775 the “graduate tax” adds about 2.5 percentage points to those figures. The 
worst case for these families would be to earn £1 and keep 15.3p – marginal rate 84.7%.

Owners-occupiers not entitled to council tax benefit currently face a 73% marginal rate. 
This goes up to 75% under Universal Credit (20%+12%+63% of 68, i.e. 42.84 = 74.84%).

In the past most of the focus has been on ensuring 
that work pays in the sense that income from work is 
greater than income from benefits so that there is an 
incentive to get off out-of-work benefits. Changes made 
in recent years have largely dealt with this problem 
although there are still issues connected with free 
school meals. A family out of work may be entitled to 
free school meals whereas one in work and claiming 
the working tax credit may not.

There is clearly, however, a marginal rate problem when one or more parent is in paid 
work. This problem has not received the attention it deserves. It damages family life and it 
must be having a significant economic effect.

How Many Families Are Affected By High Marginal Rates?

High marginal rates are not just a problem for “low income” families.12 Paul Johnson, the 
Director of the Institute for Fiscal Studies, has said that one in three of ALL working age 
households are likely to be entitled to some Universal Credit and hence are facing a high 
marginal rate.13 Figures contained in a recent Resolution Foundation Report14 suggest that 
44% of households with children– almost half of all families – are likely to be facing these 
very high effective marginal rates, whether they realise it or not.

Under the present system the high marginal rates which so many households with 
children face are hidden because there are four separate systems and there are time lags. 

There is clearly a marginal rate 
problem when one or more parent is 
in paid work. This problem has not 
received the attention it deserves.  
It damages family life and it must be 
having a significant economic effect.

8 In 2019/20 this is £12,500. 9 £162 per week – £8447 pa. 10 If the main earner’s marginal rate is 73%  
and a second income is added which does  
not attract income tax or national insurance 
there will still be a loss of tax credit.

11 A 59p increase in net income results in a 47p 
loss of housing benefit and council tax benefit 
resulting in a 88% marginal rate.

12 See Tax and Family Research Paper no 3 November 2018  
for estimates of the amount a family may need to earn to be  
out of poverty.

13 IFS Budget Briefing 30th October 2018. 14 Table 3 Finch and Gardner “Universal credit 
after Budget 2018” Resolution Foundation, 
November 2018.
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Tax credits are based on the income of the previous year – an increase in earnings  
does not affect next month’s tax credits but it will affect next year’s tax credits. All this 
will change as families move over to Universal Credit. An increase (or decrease) in this 
month’s earnings will affect next month’s credits. The high marginal rates will become 
more apparent.

Latest (2016/1 7) figures suggest that there are 3.5 million working age households  
with children entitled to Universal Credit (44 % of all families). Of these 1.6 million  
are single parents (of whom 0.7 are workless and 0.9 million are in work) and 1.9 million 
are couples – 1 million single earners and 0.6 million are dual earners. There are 0.3 
million workless couples with children. In total 2.5 million in-work families are likely to  
be affected – almost half of all families – i.e. households with children. If these figures are 
at all correct, high marginal rates are a much bigger problem than some have supposed 
and seem likely to remain so for the foreseeable future.

Mitigating Marginal Rates

What can be done to reduce these rates or reduce the number of families who have  
no incentive to increase their earnings? 

High marginal rates are a problem at both the top and bottom of the income scale.  
Lord Lawson has made the point to Tax and the Family that high marginal rates at 
low incomes are unavoidable unless benefits are universal which, as he says, are 
unaffordable.15 He suggested that the problem was less serious at low incomes because 
there is an escape route – income can be increased. However, as the above figures show, 
for many families this may not be a realistic option. A couple with two children earning 
£20,000 a year and in social housing paying rent of £157 per week has a marginal rate of 
96%. In 2018/19 they would have had to more than double their earnings to bring their 
marginal rate down to 32%.16

Finding a solution is not going to be easy, but it is surely unacceptable that almost 50% of 
families should be locked in by marginal rates which everyone else would find completely 
unacceptable. This does not appear to happen in any other country. A way must be found 
for reducing the number of families facing high marginal rates.

There are two possibilities to consider.

Option 1 Cutting further the Universal Credit withdrawal rate.
The Government has recognised that there is a problem and has sought to deal with it by 
replacing the existing means tested benefits by Universal Credit. In 2010 a Government 
Minister said that:

“Following full implementation of universal credit, the marginal deduction rates 
will reduce for 1.5 million workers in total, with the average (median) reduction 
in marginal deduction rate being 20 percentage points. Included in this total, 
universal credit will particularly improve earning incentives for 700,000  
low-earning workers, reducing the highest marginal reduction rates from  
95.8% to around 76%”.17

This is a very welcome reduction but even at 76% the marginal rate is surely unacceptably 
too high.

15 See Tax and the Family website – https://
www.taxandthefamily.org/

16 £40,776. 17 Hansard, House of Commons Written 
Answers, 9 December 2010, vol 520 part no 88 
cols 400-401.
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In 2010 the planned withdrawal rate was 65%. This has now been cut to 63% at a cost of 
£1.8 billion.18 Cutting the rate to say 60% would bring the top marginal rate for those not 
entitled to council tax benefit down to 72.8% (20%+12%+60% of 68%) For those entitled  
to council tax benefit the rate would come down to 86.4% (72.8% +20% of 68%). These 
rates are very high, even if significantly lower than the 91% and 96% these families 
currently face. 

Cutting the withdrawal rate to 60% or 50% as some have suggested would involve a 
cost, which would seem unaffordable in the immediate future. Moreover this option 
would increases the number of families facing high marginal rates by slowing down the 
withdrawal of credits.

Option 2 Cutting income tax for families with high marginal rates
Is cutting the income tax which families pay a better option? High effective marginal rates 
result, Lord Lawson has told us, from the need for benefits to be selective. To give benefits 
to everyone would be unaffordable. Benefits therefore have to be selective. Unless there 
is going to be a “cliff edge”, high marginal rates are unavoidable. This, he says, is a fact of 
economic life.19

We, of course, accept this, but we then need to ask 
whether there are ways in which the need for means 
tested benefits can be reduced without disadvantaging 
the 3.5 million families for whom these payments 
are essential. Can the number of families facing high 
marginal rates can be reduced? Other countries,  
in particular Germany, France and the US, seem to  
get by without this.

There are two main reasons why the UK has had to develop such a comprehensive and 
expensive system of income support benefits. 

One is that an increasing number of UK families have to use the private rented sector and 
as a result have needed to claim housing benefit. Reducing the number of families facing 
high marginal rates will not be easy so long as large numbers need to claim housing 
benefit or its equivalent. It is not clear to us why this is not a problem in other countries. 

The other is that the income tax system ceased to take account of family responsibilities. 
This started with the withdrawal of child tax allowances in the 1970s. It was followed 
by the introduction in 1990 of independent taxation. If independent taxation had been 
introduced in the way in which Lord Lawson had originally proposed, families in poverty 
who are today paying significant amounts of income tax would be not be paying any 
tax. The subsequent withdrawal of the single person’s additional personal allowance 
and the married couples allowance and later the introduction of the High Income Child 
Benefit Charge (HICBC) made the situation worse. The HICBC can apply to families with 
modest household income as well as to those with high incomes.20 The introduction of 
the marriage allowance has not made a major difference and does not apply to cohabiting 
couples or single parents.

The failure of the tax system to take account of family responsibilities was one of the 
factors that led to the introduction of tax credits. If the income tax system did take proper 
account of family circumstances, the need for income support benefits would be less 
and as a result the number of families facing high effective marginal rates would be less. 
Housing and council tax benefit and more importantly Universal Credit are based on net of 

Can the number of families facing 
high marginal rates be reduced? 
Other countries, in particular 
Germany, France and the US,  
seem to get by without this.

18 The Financial Secretary has said that the 
cost of going from 65% to 63% is £1.8 billion 
(Westminster Hall debate, 16th January 2019, 
Hansard, vol 692 col 397.

19 See interview on https://www.
taxandthefamily.org

20 The IFS said in January 2019 that 1 in 5 of all 
families is expected to lose the whole or some 
of their child benefits
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tax income with the result that a reduction in income tax translates into an increase  
in income. Cutting income tax for families entitled to the means tested benefits would be  
a way of reducing the number of families with high effective marginal rates.

Transferring support from the benefit system to the income tax system would not 
necessarily be costly and certainly less costly than cutting the Universal Credit withdrawal 
rate. The cost of a tax reduction targeted at families claiming benefits would be balanced 
by a saving on benefits. There is, in any case, an arguable case for taking families 
claiming benefits out of income tax where this is possible. If we want to get families out 
of poverty or stop them sliding into poverty, it makes very little sense to start by reducing 
their income through income tax. It would make, we accept, the income tax system 
more complicated and more expensive to administer, but nothing as compared to the 
complexity and cost of the Universal Credit system.

Effect on marginal rates of an income tax cut

If there is no income tax (because income is covered by the personal allowance) the 
marginal rate under the current regime falls to 53% (41%+12%) for households not entitled 
to housing benefit and council tax benefit, to 86.8% for those who are, and to 69.2 % for 
those not entitled to council tax benefit. Under Universal Credit the marginal rate comes 
down to 72% (12%+63% of 88% i.e. 59.84 = 71.84%) and 67.44% for those not entitled to 
council tax benefit. The impact is greater if the removal of income tax lifts, as it would in 
some cases, the household out of means tested benefits altogether. 

To test this, let us assume that the tax threshold is doubled for a single earner family 
(Lawson’s original proposal for married couples - in other words a fully transferable 
personal allowance). The income tax threshold becomes £25,000, but with tax credits  
the marginal rate at £25,000 is still 90.6%. However, at that income point the taxpayer 
would be £15 pw better off. The income point at which the family’s marginal rate drops  
to 32% would be £37,282 compared with £40,776 now (2018/19). This is because the income 
tax cuts have increased the measure of income used for tapering housing and council  
tax benefits.

Income splitting would not change the picture at incomes below £25,000, but it would 
presumably reduce the drop down to 32% below £37,282 (we have not found a quick way 
of calculating this).

With Universal Credit however, a £25,000 threshold reduces the marginal rate to 72% – 
see above – for households below the threshold, but leaves the marginal rate unchanged 
for those above.

Conclusion

If the income tax system did take proper account of family circumstances, the need for 
income support benefits would be less and as a result the number of families facing high 
effective marginal rates would be less. Even if transferring support from the benefit system 
to the income tax system for a family makes comparatively little difference to a family’s 
weekly budget for a family with a 96% marginal rate, it would reduce the number of 
families facing a high marginal rate. Reducing the Universal Credit taper would reduce the 
marginal rate for some families, but would increase the number of families facing a high 
effective marginal rate. The cost of reducing effective marginal rates by a tax cut targeted 
at families with a high marginal rate would appear to be less, as part of the cost would be 
offset by reductions in the cost of income tested benefits. 

Both options need to be considered. At present most of the discussion seems to be 
focussed on reducing the credit withdrawal rate.

Tax and the Family
February 2019
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